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Abstract 
In a series of papers Yu. Lisica and S. MardeSiC developed a coherent theory of inverse systems 
X = (X,,P,,,,, > A). where for a11 < al < UZ, paga,pala2 = P,“~*, and the corresponding strong 
shape theory. A coherent map between two systems f: X + Yis defined by homotopies of all 
orders. Category CPHTop has as objects inverse systems X and as morphisms homotopy classes 
of coherent maps. 
A more general type of inverse systems are the systems X = (Xarp,” ..a,, A) where the 
equation above is replaced by existence of a homotopy pa,,a,a, : 1 x X,, + X,, connecting maps 
paga,pala2 and paoa2, but also in this system there exist homotopies pa,,...a, : I”-’ x X,, + X,, 
of arbitrary order which on the boundary al”-’ x X,, are defined by homotopies of lower order. 
The coherent category of these systems is denoted by Coh. 
Inverse systems X can be considered as objects of Coh and actually CPHTop is a subcategory 
of Coh. In this paper we positively solve the problem: Is CPHTop a full subcaregorq of Coh? 
Keywords: Inverse systems; Coherent maps; Coherent category; Shape 
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0. Introduction 
An ordered set (A, <) is directed if for every a, a’ E A there exists u” E A such that 
u” > a, u” > a’. Furthermore, (A, <) will be a cu$nite directed set, i.e., each element 
of A has only a finite number of predecessors. 
In inverse system X = (X,, p,,,, , A) for a pair of indices (20 < (11 there is a map 
P a,la, : X,, + X,,, such that if a0 < al < a2 then p,,,, = p,n,,p,,,2. For this last 
equation we often use the term commutative inverse system. 
In [2], based on ideas from [ 11, Lisica and MardeSiC introduced the coherent category 
of order 03 for commutative systems, i.e., in the definition of a map between systems they 
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used homotopies of all orders. Using the notion of resolution introduced by MardeSid a 
strong shape theory for all topological spaces was developed. 
In [l], Lisica actually considered more general systems-coherent inverse systems, 
and the definition of these systems is repeated below. 
Let I”, n 3 1, be the standard n-cube, i.e., the set of all points r = (rt , ,T,) E EP, 
where 0 < ri < 1, i = 1, , n. By definition 1’ is a single point {*} and we always 
identify {*} x X with X and (*,z) with z, z E X. If n 3 1 and 1 < j < n, we define 
two cubical face operators ai, a: : I”--] + I’” by 
a;(,,, . . ,T,_,) = (q,. “,73-I, o,~,+i,...,~7L-l), (1) 
a;(7 ,..., ~,-1)=(71,...,~~jl,1,7~+l ,.“, Tr1-1), (2) 
where (q , . ,T,_,) E P-1. 
A coherent inverse system X = (X,, p,, A) consists of the following data: a directed 
set (A, <), for every a E A a topological space X,, for an < al a map p,,,, :X,, t 
X,, and for n > 1 and a = (~1,. . . , a,), a0 < . . < a, a sequence in A, a map 
p, : I”-’ x X& + X,, such that 
P&a+) = P,,,...&..JV& (3) 
P,(qV) =Pao...n,(~I,...,7j:p, )... nn(~~!...,~~7L--2,~)), (4) 
where r = (71, . . ,7,-z) E In-‘, 2 E X,,t, and 1 < j < n - 1. As usual, 
(aa,. . , zij, .. . ) a,) means that ai is omitted, i.e., 
(ao, . . . ,zj ,..., a,) = (a0 )...) a_,,aj+ I,..., a,). (5) 
Any commutative inverse system X = (X,, p,,,,, : A) may be considered as a coherent 
inverse system X = (X,, p,, A) defining for a = (Q, , a,) a map p, : In-’ xX,,, + 
X,, by 
P,,,...,, (71, ,r?L--l > x) = PW7,, (x). (6) 
In [4,5] a homotopy theory of order co for coherent inverse systems was developed. 
Although, coherent inverse systems occur naturally and the construction of the theory 
is possible, because of its complexity it seems that the more convenient tool is the theory 
of Lisica and MardeSiC. 
In this paper it is proved that the homotopy theory of coherent inverse systems restricted 
to the case of commutative inverse systems coincides with the theory of Lisica and 
MardeSiC. 
1. Definitions of coherent categories CPHTop and Coh 
The coherent category CPHTop of commutative inverse systems is constructed in detail 
by Lisica and MardeSiC in [2]. There coherent maps are defined by use of the standard 
n-simplex A”, n 3 0, i.e., the set of all points t = (to,. ,I&) E IRn+’ such that to > 
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0 t > 0, to + . + t, = 1 and boundary operators aj : An-’ + L\“, 0 < j 6 n, 
dLin:d nby/ 
aj(to ,..., t,-,) = (to ,..., t,_l,O,tj+l ,..., t7L-,) (7) 
(when it is necessary we will also indicate the dimension, i.e., we will write 87 instead 
0f a,). 
Here we will use directed sets (A, <), instead of (A, <). That we can use (A, <), 
instead of (A, <) is shown in [6]. 
If B is a directed set and 4: B + A a strictly increasing function we put 
4(bo, . . , M = (4@0), ” 1 G@,)) f oranysequence(bo,...,b,), bo<...<b,inB. 
A special coherent map f : X + Y = (Yb, qb&, , B) consists of 
(1) a strictly increasing function C$ : B + A, 
(2) (a) for every b0 E B a map fb,, : Xd(bo) --f ybfl, 
(b) for every pair b0 < bl of a map j&b, : A1 x X4@,) + Y& satisfying 
i = 0, 
i= 1, (8) 
where t E A’. 
(c) for n > 2 and strictly increasing sequence b = (bo, . , b,,) in B of a map 
fb : 1” x xc++(b,,) i Yb,, satisfying the following boundary conditions 
1 
qbob, .fb,...b,, (t> x:), i = 0, 
.fb(w d = fb&._,b, (6 xl3 0 < i < n,, (9) 
fbo...b,_,(t,P~(b~~,bn)(Z)), i = 12, 
where t E An-‘, n 3 1, 3: E x4(&). (We mention that for n = 0, A0 is a 
single point so we can consider the map fb,, as map & : A0 x X$(bci) --f Ybo. 
So the cases of the definition for n = 0 and n = 1 are special cases of the 
general formula.) 
We denote this special coherent map by (fb, 4). 
The special coherent identity map (lb, 1~4) : Y + Y is given by lb : An x Yb, + Yf>,, 
defined by lb,, = 1 yb,, for n = 0, and for n > 1 by 
1 b(t> 21) = qb,,b, (x). (10) 
In order to define the composition of coherent maps we decompose Ak into subpoly- 
hedra defined by: 
P,‘C={(to,...,tk)ItO+...+tz-l~~~tO+...+ti}, o<i<k, (11) 
and as in [2] we consider maps c$ : P: --t Akpi, ,f3f : P,” + Ai, 0 < i < k, 
k 
c&t)= l-2. c tj,2tj+ I,..., 2tl, (12) 
j=z+1 
i-1 
p”(t) = 2to,. ) 2t,_,, 1 - 2 c t, (13) 
j=o 
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Let f = (fz,, 4) : X + Y, g = (gc, 4’) : Y + 2 = (Z,, T,“~, , C) be coherent maps. 
The composition of g and f is a special coherent map h = (h,, 44’) : X + 2 where 
the map h, : An x X44!(,_) + Z,,, is defined by 
Mt, x) = .9W~~C, (KW, f4V(W..G%) (CW, x)), (14) 
where 2 E X4+,(c,), t E PF, 0 < i < n. 
Two special coherent maps (fb, 4), (f;, 4’) : X + Y are homotopic if there exists a 
coherent map (Fb, @) : 1 X X + Y (1 X X = (1 x xb, 1 x pbci...b,, B)), such that 
Q(b) 3 4(b), 4’(b), b E B, (1.3 
Fb(t> 0, x) = fb (t, Pc,4(b,,)$(h,,) h)) > (16) 
G(t, 0, x) = f; (t, P&(b,,)4J(b,,) (4). (17) 
In [2] it is proved that commutative inverse systems X = (X,, p,,,, , A) over a cofinite 
set A, as objects, and homotopy classes of coherent maps as morphisms form a category. 
This category is denoted by CPHTop. 
Now we will present a definition of category Coh in which the objects are coherent 
inverse systems. 
A coherent map f : x + y = (Yt,, qb, B) consists of the following data: 
(i) a strictly increasing function 4: B + A, 
(ii) (a) for n = 0, and ba E B of a map fi, : X+(bl,) + &b,,, 
(b) for n = 1, and be < bt of a map $$,, : A’ x Xb(b,) + Ybo satisfying 
(18) 
(c) for n > 2, and b = (ho,. . , b,,), bo < . < b, a sequence in B, and 
j = (jO,...,jk), 0 = ju < < j, = n,, a sequence of integers, of a map 
fd : I”-” x A” x X$(b,,) + Yb,, satisfying the following boundary conditions 
/ 
f;(T,a,t,x) = ( Sti()...~...j,(a:*_i+,T,t,Z), 0 <i < Ic (19) 
f;,;::‘:“-’ (71, , TJk_1 -jh+, , t ‘J1;_, , 
\ 1-‘9(b,,~,...b,,)(73~~,~r;+*,” 1 Tn-kr z)), 
where r = (‘1,. . ,~~-k) E In-‘. t E Ak-‘, z E X+(t,_); and 
.Uay-ir, 6 x) = fia:_,&..bk 
5) .913,+l-‘.-.jr--1(7,t,~), j, < j < jL+,, (20) 
where T = (r,, . , 7,,-&,) E Indk-‘, t E A”, n: E X+(b_). (Because 1’ and 
no are single points we mention that we can consider the maps fi, and _fz,b, 
as maps ft, : I0 x A0 x X4(,,,) + Yb,, and .$$I : I0 x A’ x Xticb,) + Yb,,. So, 
the cases of the definition for 7~ = 0 and n = 1 may be considered as special 
cases of the general definition.) 
We denote this coherent map by (fl, 4). 
The special coherent identity map (li, 1~) : Y + Y is given by 1: : I”-” x A” x 
Yb, + Yb,, defined by lb. = lyb, for 71 = 0, lb,,b, (tr ,x) = c&b, (2~) for n = 1, and for 
n>2by 
~&t,~) = qb(a;k_, -.a;,T,x). (21) 
Let f = (f,“, 4) :X t Y, g = (gp!,@) : Y + 2 = (Z,, T,(,,-, , C) be coherent maps. 
The composition of g and f is a coherent map h = (hf, 44’) : X --t 2 where the map 
hj, : I”-” x A” x Xq4,(c,) + Z,,, is defined by 
hc(r,t, z) = g::::::$z (71,. ,~jc_, J:(t), 
where z E Xq$,(c,), t E P,“, 0 < i < k. 
Instead of repeating the definition of homotopy of two arbitrary coherent maps, we 
only note the following important special case: if two coherent maps f, f’ : X + y are 
defined by the same function 4 and by maps A, f? respectively, and if there exists a 
coherent map H : I x X + Y (where 1 x X = (1 x X,, 1 x p,, A)) which is given by 
the same function 4 and by maps @ : ITLpk X nk X 1 x x$(b_) + Yb,, such that 
H&,t,O,Z) = f&J,x), 
E&7, t, 1, z) = f;;i(r, t, z), 
then f, f’ are homotopic. 
(23) 
(24) 
The complete proof that coherent inverse systems as objects over a cofinite index set 
and homotopy classes of coherent maps form a category is given in [5] and this category 
is denoted by Coh. 
Theorem. The category CPHTop is a full subcategory of the category Coh. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 2 it is proved that 
CPHTop is a subcategory of Coh and in Section 3 it is proved that it is a full subcategory. 
2. CPHTop is a subcategory of Coh 
We define a functor F : CPHTop + Coh on objects of CPHTop by 
F’(X) = x, (25) 
where X is the interpretation of X as a coherent inverse system (formula (6)). 
For a coherent map f : F(X) t F(Y) in the category Coh the formula (19) becomes 
simpler, i.e., 
where r = (7-1,. , ~,,_k) E ITLpk, t E A”-‘, :I: E X4(b,,). 
The definition of the coherent identity map (1:: 1 B) : F(Y) + F(Y) (formula (21)) 
is simplified, because from (6), 
ljb(r, t, x) = qbob,, (x). (27) 
In order to define the funclor F: CPHTop + Coh on the morphisms of CPHTop, for 
j=(j,,...,j,), O=j()<... < jk: = n,, we define an operator aj : A” + An with 
@(to,. ,tk) = (t;, . ,t:,), (28) 
where 
t;, = ti, O<i<k, 
t;=o, j$!j. 
The following formula holds for t E A”-’ : 
(2% 
(30) 
83 a,t = 
1 
a;;, a7L-.il+laj,~j,...j,~,,, 
h 0 
‘1 1; = 0, 
a311...3z...J,. t 
a,, a,,l+, aJ~~..‘3rmIt, 
O<l;<k, (31) 
i, = k. 
Now, for a special coherent map (fb, 4) we put 
F(fb, 4) = (fl! 41, 
where 
(32) 
f,“(r, t, x) = f&A, CL-) = fb,, . ..6., (t, 2:). (33) 
By [] we will denote the homotopy class. 
We have to show that (fz, qb) :F(X) + F(Y) is a coherent map. The condition (20) 
is obviously satisfied, and we only check the modified condition (19), i.e., the condition 
(26). From (31) and (33) we obtain 
I 
fb(a;; a;-. 71-i-1 all -ji ...JL -31 t, x) ) i=o, 
fl(~, a,t, 3~) = fb(am..T...Jkt, 2), O<i<k, (34) 
fb(a,, a3k_1+,a3’l..+lt, :x), i = k, 
where t E A’-‘, r E IrL-k , n: E X4(bn). Now from (33) it follows that (34) is equal 
to (26). 
If special coherent maps (fb, 4) and (f& 4’) are homotopic in CPHTop with the 
homotopy (Fb, @) then coherent maps F(fb, 4) and 3(fL, 4’) are homotopic in Coh 
with the homotopy 3(Fb, @). 
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It follows that the map ?= defined on morphisms of CPHTop by 
F[(fb> @)] = [(f:, 4)] (35) 
is well defined ([ ] denotes the homotopy class). 
We have to show that 3 is a functor. To the special coherent identity maps 
(lb, 1 B) : Y + Y is associated the coherent map given by the function 1 B and by 
maps lb(#t, x). Then by (21) 
lb@% ~1 = Qbob, cd (36) 
and it follows that to the identity in CPHTop the identity in Coh is associated. 
To special coherent maps (g,., 4’) = g : Y + 2 = (Zcr~,,,,, , C) and gf : X + 2 
we associate coherent maps (g$ 4) = g : F(Y) + F(2) and (hz, 44’) = h : F(X) + 
.F(Z). We will show that 
g.f = h: (37) 
which proves that 3 is a functor. First we mention that 
@..Jt@(t) = @(ait), (38) 
ajz-.?,...jk-3~,k(t) = c$(ajt). (39) 
The map gf is given by the function 44 and by the maps (gf)$ : IrL--li x A” x 
X4+,(,_) + Z,,, which by formula (33) are given by 
(gf)j,(r, t, x) = gu,...c,, (a+j@(t), f~,(c,~...C,)(aj~~jl...3b-.ja(y~(t), x)> (40) 
for t E P,“. On the other hand, h is given by the function 44’ and by maps hj, which 
by (16) and (33) are given by 
h&t, x) = gco...c,, (@(a% f~j(cJ,...~~~) (c&a% x)> (41) 
for t E P,“. From (39) and (38) we obtain that (41) and (40) are equal, i.e., equality (37) 
holds. 
3. CPHTop is a full subcategory of Coh 
To solve the problem for two commutative inverse systems X and Y and f : 3(X) t 
F(Y) and an arbitrary coherent map in the category Coh, we have to find a special 
coherent map f’ : X --t Y such that 3(f’) = f’ and f is coherently homotopic in the 
category Coh. 
Let f : 3(X) + 3(Y) be g’ rven by the function rj and by maps fb. At the same 
time we will define the desired special coherent map f’ :X + Y and the homotopy 
H:Ix3(X)+3(Y) connecting maps f and f’ = 3(f’). 
First f’ and H are defined with the same function 4. The construction of maps Hi 
and f; is made by induction on TI, the length of b = (bo, . , b,). Steps n = 0, n, = 1 
are trivial and step n = 2 is given only for better understanding the idea of the proof. 
and actually is the same as in the general case. 
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For n = 0 and bo E B, we put j’;,,, = f:, and we define Hb9, : I x X6(bo) + Ybo by 
H&(s, x) = &(G (42) 
For n = 1 and bo < bl, we put &, = $$, and we define H&, : A’ x Ix X,(,,) + Yh,, 
by 
H&,, (6 s, ~1 = f&b, (6 ~1. (43) 
To define the maps Hl and f; for n 3 2 first we introduce some notations: 
aA” = boundary of A”, 
a”I” = ij {(71,... ,~,-1,0,7-j+l,“‘, 7,) 10 < r, < I}. 
j=l 
(44) 
(45) 
For 0 < k < n by Qi is denoted the following subset of I”-‘” x A” x I: 
Q; = @‘I”-‘: x A” x I) u (Fk x aA” x I) u (In-’ x A” x (0, l}). (46) 
By RF and rk we denote retractions 
R;:I”-“xA’xI+Q; 
and 
(47) 
rk:AkXI+(aAk~I)U(Ak~O). (48) 
Now, for n = 2 and 6 = (bo, bt , b2) we first define the map Hz’ : I’ x A’ x Ix X$(b2) t 
Yb,, in the following way: 
(1) on 3’1’ X A’ X 1 X X4&) by 
H,02(0, 6 s, x) = &,b2 (& 2); (49) 
(2) On 1’ X aA’ X 1 X X$(bz) by 
H:*(? a& %x) = ~b~~b&(~)~ (50) 
H:*(? 66 5 ~1 = f;&$(bi,b&% (51) 
(3)onI’xA’x{0,1}xXq(bz) by 
H,~*(T, t, 0, z) = f;‘(~, t, IC), (52) 
Hi2(7, t, 1, z) = f;(t, x). (53) 
In this way we have defined a map HE* : Qy x X$,(bz) + Yb,, , which by use of the retraction 
R: : It x At x 1 + Q: can be extended to a map Hi2 : I’ X A’ X I X x4(,,) + Ybo. 
Second, the map Ht’* : A’ x I x X$(bZ) + Yb,, is defined as follows: 
(2) on aA2 X 1 X X4&) by 
(54) 
(5% 
(56) 
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(3) on A2 x 0 x X,++,(b2) by 
@‘2(t, 0, z) = &?2(t, z). (57) 
We define a map Ht’* : (C)A* x I) U (A* x 0) x X$(b2) + Yb,, which by use of the 
retraction r2 : A* x I + (ad* x I) U (A* x 0) can be extended to a map Ht’* : A2 x 
1 x Xcj(b2) + ybo. 
Then the map fiobib2 : A2 x X4(b2) + Yb,, is defined by 
&b,b$> z) = Ht,,olb2,b$, * > z), (58) 
Suppose now, that Hl and fi are defined for all strictly increasing sequences b with 
length < n. Let to the end of the proof b = (be,. , b,), bo < < b,, be a fixed 
sequence with length n. 
The maps Hl : Inwk x A” x I x x$(bn) _$ Ybn are defined in the following way: 
(1) on a”In-’ X A” X 1 X x,$(b_) by 
H;(a;_i7, t, s, cc) = H~~::~.“‘b’-““‘“-’ (7, t, s, z), ji < j < ji+, ; 
3 k 
(2) on I”-” x aA” x 1 x x6(&) they will be defined only partially by 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
and later by defining Hl (T, ait, z) for i = 1,2, , k- 1 this definition will be completed; 
(3) on I”-” x A” x (0, 1) x X$(b,,) by 
H$, t, 0, x) = ji(q t, x) (62) 
and for all j, except for j = (0, 1,2,. . , n), by 
Hi%, t, 1, x) = fLjob,, . ..b., (k z). (63) 
Further on, the definition of maps Hb will be completed by induction on k, the length 
of j = (~‘0,. ,jk). For k = 1, i.e., j = (0, n), one can mention that by (1) (2) 
and (3) a map HP : Qy x X4@,,) + Y& is completely defined. Using the retraction 
RT_ : I”-’ x A’ x I + Qp, this map can be extended to a map HP : I”-’ x A’ x X$(bn) + 
ybo .
Now let Hl be defined for all j with length < k. Let j = (jo, . , jk), i.e., j has length 
k and k < n. Then one can complete the definition in (2), i.e., on I”-” x aA” x Ix X$(bn), 
putting for i = 1,2,. , k - 1 
@(7, a,& S, x) = H~“‘3r”“b (a;,_i+,7, t, S, x). (64) 
By this formula and by (l), (2) and (3) a map Hi : Qt x X$&) --t Ybn is defined and 
using the retraction R,” : I”-” x Ak x I t QL this map can be extended to a map 
H; :In-k X A” X x,(b,) + Ybo. 
In this way, by induction on k a map Hl is defined for all j with length < n, i.e., 
except for j = (0, 1,2, , n). 
Finally let j = (0, 1,2, ( n). Then by (60)-(62) and (64) a map HE’*. .n : (aA” x 
1) u (AT’ x 0) x Xc@,,) 4 Yb,, is delined. By use of the retraction T,, : A” x I + (aArt x 
I) u (An x 0) this map can be extended to a map HE12--.7L : (An x I) x X4cbn) + Yb,,. 
Then the map f&rb,,,,h,, : A” x X4+,,,) --t Yt,,, is defined by 
f&b ,_.. b,, (t, z) = H,q,l;;:3,t (r, 1 1 :I:). (65) 
With the last formula the definition of the maps Hi and f: is completed. 
The maps f; and the function & define a special coherent map f’ : X + Y and Hi 
and C#I define a coherent map H : 1 x 3(X) --i F(Y). B ecause of formula (63) and (33) 
one has 
H&, t, I) 2;) = j& . ..b., (t, x) = f;;j(T, t: :c) (66) 
and from this and formula (61) it follows that the coherent maps f and f’ = 3(f’) are 
homotopic. 
To end this paper the technical details of the proof will be verified. First f’ is a special 
coherent map because by (65), (60) and (61) one has 
f;,,b, ._.[,,, (sot, ~1 = #$;::l;,, (a,,~ 1,:~) 
= %,b, fj:,6’....h,,(k :I:): (67) 
&,1,,...b,,(&J, z) = H:,‘;;::lk,, C&/t. 1: 2;) 
= A,,(, I... h,,_, (t;Pq(b,~__,b~,)(“:)) (68) 
and by (45), (44) one has for 0 < i < /C 
J;(,~, .+ (a,t, FL) = H;j;;:::;,, (a,t, 1 ,4 
= fft;,,:i:;;; (I 1 t, I , 3:) 
= f’ br,l ,I... x.-.!I,, (t: 2:). (6% 
Second H: I x F(X) + F(Y) ‘: I\ coherent because on the boundary maps Hl are 
defined by (59)-(61) and (64) which arc just the boundary conditions required in (19) 
and (20) (also see (6)). It is known that these boundary conditions arc well defined, 
i.e., are equal on the common points. It remains to show that definitions (62) and (63) 
coincide on the common points with delinitions by (S-(61) and (64). 
By applying first (60) and then (63) one has 
and if the order is opposite 
f&7, aoh 1,~) = f;,i,b,, ..+,, (ad, 4 
= mild,, ...r,,L (f, 51, 
i.e., the result is the same. 
By applying first (61) and then (63) one has 
(70) 
(71) 
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= f&&,, -.b,,_, @I p4(b ,,_,bn)b)) 
= .f&b,, . ..b., ca!& d 
and the result is the same as that of applying first (63) to Hi(r, a& 1, x). 
By applying first (64) and then (63) one has for 0 < i < k 
(72) 
(73) 
and the last result is obtained by applying first (63) to E&r: ait, 1, x), 
By applying first (59) and then (63) one has for j, < j < j,+, 
= fb,,,b, . ..b., (6 x) (74) 
and this result is the same as that of applying first (62) to Hd(al_lr, t, 1, z). 
In the same way is verified that definition (62) coincides with definitions (59)-(61) 
and (64) on the common points. 
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